WARNING
RECLAIMED WATER
DO NOT DRINK WATER
FROM THIS SYSTEM

ADVERTENCIA
AGUA RECUPERADA
NO BEBA AGUA
DE ESTE SISTEMA

City of Round Rock - Utilities and Environmental Services

NOTES:
1. MINIMUM SIGN DIMENSIONS TO BE 8" X 8": SIGN DIMENSIONS TO BE SPECIFIED BASED ON THE SPECIFIC LOCATION REQUIREMENTS.
2. SIGN MATERIAL TO BE 16 GAUGE GALVANIZED SHEET METAL.
3. COORDINATE WITH OWNER/ENGINEER FOR SIGN LOCATION.
4. COLORS:
   LETTERS – BLACK
   FAUCET AND GLASS – BLACK
   WARNING SYMBOL ⊗ – RED
   WARNING TEXT – RED
   BACKGROUND – WHITE
   OUTER BORDER – PURPLE
   INNER BORDER – PURPLE
   CORR TEXT – PURPLE

REUSE WATER SIGN DETAIL